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Abstract. We discuss atomic lattice excitons (ALEs), bound particle–hole
pairs formed by fermionic atoms in two bands of an optical lattice. Such
a system provides a clean set-up, with tunable masses and interactions, to
study fundamental properties of excitons including exciton condensation. We
also find that for a large effective mass ratio between particles and holes,
effective long-range interactions can mediate the formation of an exciton crystal,
for which superfluidity is suppressed. Using a combination of mean-field
treatments, bosonized theory based on a Born–Oppenheimer approximation,
and one-dimensional (1D) numerical computation, we discuss the properties
of ALEs under varying conditions, and discuss in particular their preparation
and measurement.
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1. Introduction

Excitons, the bound state of a fermionic particle and a fermionic hole, belong to the most basic
excitations in any system of fermionic particles confined in the band structure of a periodic
potential [1, 2]. In a semiconductor, metastable excitons are created by optically pumping
electrons from the valence to the conduction band, and Coulomb repulsion between the electrons
then leads to the formation of a bound state of the electron with the hole it left behind. At
sufficiently low temperatures, the approximately bosonic statistics of the composite objects give
rise to a superfluid state corresponding to a condensate of excitons [1]–[10].

In the present work, we investigate the properties of bound particle–hole pairs of fermionic
atoms confined in an optical lattice, where two-particle interactions are provided by collisional
processes between atoms [11]–[14], or atomic lattice excitons (ALEs) [15]. Optical lattice
systems [14], [16]–[23], have emerged as a very attractive tool for the study of many-body lattice
models (see, e.g. [24]–[30]) particularly because of the high degree of available control over
system parameters (e.g. control over interactions using Feshbach resonances [31]–[34]). These
systems also allow for a wide range of measurement techniques, giving access to quantities
including momentum and quasimomentum distributions, and higher-order correlation functions
via noise correlation measurements [35]–[37].
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Figure 1. (a) ALEs can be prepared from a fermionic band insulator, with one
atom per site in the valence band (denoted V). (b) Pairs of conduction band
atoms and valence band holes are created by transferring valence band atoms
to the conduction band (denoted C), which is separated from the valence band
by the band gap energyEg. (c) Particle–hole pairs move by tunnelling of the
conduction-band atom with rateJc and back tunnelling of a valence-band atom
with rate Jv, which corresponds to co-tunnelling of the hole. Co-tunnelling
occurs because of the interband atom–atom repulsionU . Thus, atom–hole pairs
move together, forming the exciton.

ALEs constitute a novel realization of excitons, allowing fundamental aspects of excitons
as composite objects and as an interacting many-body system to be investigated in a particularly
clean and controlled setting. In fact, the many-body physics represented by ALEs corresponds
closely to the basic theoretical models, which have been developed in seminal work in the
context of exciton condensates in semiconductor physics, focusing mainly on many-body
physics of excitons as interacting composite objects of two fermionic constituents, an electron
and a hole. A semiconductor environment constitutes, of course, a much more complex
system with coupling to other degrees of freedom, e.g. lattice phonons and vacuum modes
of the radiation field, which are essentially absent in atomic lattices. Furthermore, additional
parameter regimes can be accessed for ALEs, producing quantum phases that are not normally
observed in semiconductor systems. This includes, for example, the formation of exciton
crystalline structures in regimes where the effective mass of particles and holes on the lattice
are substantially different.

In the simplest case, ALEs can be formed in a system of spin-polarized fermions in an
optical lattice, where the lowest Bloch band (called thevalenceband) is initially fully occupied
(figure 1(a)). This can be set up in one dimension (1D), 2D or 3D, although in this paper we
will primarily concentrate on the 1D case. This is both the conceptually simplest case as only
a single excited Bloch band needs to be considered, and also provides interesting analogies to
the possible formation of excitons in quantum wires. The lattice is assumed to be sufficiently
deep for a tight-binding approximation [16] to be valid for the first two Bloch bands, which are
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separated by the band gapEg. ALEs are created from the groundstate by exciting atoms with
a laser driven Raman process into the next highest Bloch band (called theconductionband),
where they have a tunnelling rateJc. The excitation leaves a fermionic hole in the valence band,
(figure 1(b)), moving with hopping rateJh = −Jv, whereJv is the valence band hopping rate
of the atoms. While spin-polarized fermionic atoms have, by symmetry, no s-wave scattering,
a repulsive collisional interactionU can be generated between conduction and valence-band
atoms in the same lattice site (e.g. by using an off-resonant Raman transition to mix in some
component of a different spin state for particles in one of the two bands, see section5.2). This
on-site repulsion, in turn, gives rise to an effective attraction between conduction-band atoms
and holes.

In this work we investigate ALEs, applying both mean-field theory and exact numerical
calculations in 1D. We derive the Fermi–Hubbard model description of ALEs, and then
discuss both single ALEs (section2.1) and interaction between two ALEs (section2.2). In
particular, interactions between long-lived ALEs, which due to the large effective mass ratio
between particles and holes can be analysed in a Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation, are
characterized by a finite range repulsion. In section3, we then discuss the resulting many-body
phases, including ALE condensates, and a crystal phase that arises from the effective long-
range interactions5. We discuss how the properties of these phases can be measured using RF
Spectroscopy and noise correlation techniques (section4), and discuss the schemes to prepare
well-defined filling factors of excitons in a low energy many-body state in an optical lattice
(section5). We give a summary in section6. In appendixA, we provide the extra details of
our solution for a single exciton on the lattice, while in appendixB, we detail the solution
to the problem ofN static lattice impurities that underlie our BO approximation. Finally, in
appendix C, we provide additional information about the general treatment of exciton
condensation.

2. ALEs

We consider a gas of ALEs, formed in an optical lattice that is sufficiently deep for a tight-
binding approximation [16] to be valid for the first two Bloch bands, which are separated by the
band gapEg. If the lattice is isotropic or near-isotropic, there will be degenerate lowest excited
p-bands, as discussed in [27]. In this paper, we focus on excitons that are tightly confined in 2D
so that we consider excitons in 1D, and will also give mean-field results that are applicable to
excitons in 2D or 3D with strong anisotropies so that the p-band degeneracy is lifted, and one of
the bands can be chosen as the conduction band. In the conduction band, atoms have a tunnelling
rate Jxx′

c between neighbouring sites with lattice vectorsx andx′ (these tunnelling rates can,
in general, be anisotropic). The excitation then leaves a fermionic hole in the valence band,
(figure 1(b)), moving with hopping rateJxx′

h = −Jxx′

v , whereJxx′

v is the valence band hopping
rate of the atoms between neighbouring sites. It is convenient to expand the field operators of the
lattice-confined fermions in the localized Wannier modesw{c,v}(r − x) and the corresponding

5 In a very recent publication [38], weakly bound molecules of heavy and light fermions in the continuum are
shown to form a crystal for large mass ratios. The crystal we obtain here can be seen as analogous to this, but
directly treated in an optical lattice.
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annihilation operatorsc{c,v}
x of conduction and valence band, respectively [16]

ψ {c,v}(r)=

∑
x

c{c,v}
x w{c,v}(r − x), (1)

wherex = a(x1 . . . , xD), (x1 . . . , xD) ∈ ZD anda is the lattice spacing.
A repulsive interactionU between conduction and valence-band atoms in the same lattice

site can be generated as discussed in section1, which then gives rise to an effective attraction be-
tween conduction-band atoms and holes. A Hamiltonian describing the interacting populations
of atoms in two bands can be obtained by inserting the decomposition 1 into the two-species
Hamiltonian in second quantization. We obtain a repulsive two-species Hubbard–Hamiltonian,

H = −

∑
〈xx′〉

Jxx′

c c†
xcx′ −

∑
〈yy′〉

Jyy′

v b†
yby′ +U

∑
x

c†
xb†

xbxcx, (2)

wherec†
x andb†

x are atom creation operators on lattice sitex in conduction and valence-band
respectively, obeying the usual fermionic commutation relations. This Hamiltonian is valid in
the limit whereU, Jc, Jv � Eg, where Eg is the band gap. This is well fulfilled by typical
experimental parameters. Note that terms involving transfer of particles from one band to
another do not appear because of this condition, and therefore the total number of valence band
atoms and the total number of conduction band atoms are conserved separately.

Holes appear through the introduction of fermionic hole creation operatorsd†
x in the lower

band by the definitiond†
x = bx. This trivial substitution yields the particle–hole Hamiltonian

H = −

∑
〈xx′〉

Jxx′

p c†
xcx′ −

∑
〈yy′〉

Jxx′

h d†
y dy′ −U

∑
x

c†
xd†

x dxcx, (3)

where Jxx′

p = Jxx′

c , Jxx′

h = −Jxx′

v are now the hopping rates of conduction band particles and
holes respectively, andU is the strength of the particle–hole attraction for conduction band
atoms and valence band holes, respectively. The attractive interaction may give rise to bound
states of conduction band atoms and valence band holes, i.e. ALEs. Although we do not consider
this case here, note thatU < 0 would give rise to repulsively bound excitons, in the same sense
as repulsively bound atom pairs, which were recently observed experimentally [17]. (These
would consist of bound pairs where the bound state is higher in energy than the continuum of
scattering states, instead of the stable bound states where the bound state has a lower energy than
the scattering continuum.) In the case of excitons confined to move in 1D, we use the notation
Jp = Jxx′

p andJh = Jxx′

h . In the set-up we consider, we will haveJh < 0 andJp < 0.

2.1. The single ALE

In order to obtain the wavefunction for a single ALE, we make an ansatz for the exciton
creation operator:

Â†
|v〉 =

∑
xy

φx,yc
†
xd†

y |v〉, (4)

where|v〉 is the particle–hole vacuum, andφx,y is determined from solution of the eigenvalue
equationH Â†

|v〉 = EÂ†
|v〉. We will now investigate the form ofφx,y for the case of excitons

confined in 1D, a result which can also be straightforwardly generalized to 2D or 3D [17, 39].
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Figure 2. (a) Energy eigenvalues for a single particle and a single hole on a 1D
lattice plotted as a function of COM quasimomentum, as found from solution
of (6), with J ≡ JK (see text). The lower curve represents the Bloch band of
a single bound atom–hole pair, the ALE. The upper portion of the spectrum
is the scattering continuum of the unbound atom and hole, where the shading
corresponds to the density of states (darker shading for higher density of states).
(b) Bound-state relative wavefunctions at different binding energiesEb/J, valid
both for Jh = Jp (J ≡ JK , see text), and also in the limit|Jh| � |Jp| ≡ J. Weakly
bound states have an appreciable range over 10 or 20 sites. This falls substantially
for moderately bound states (dashed line).

We can obtain a simple analytical solution that has the same form either for the case
Jp = Jh, or the case of strongly imbalanced hopping rates,|Jp| � |Jh|. In the first case,
introducing centre-of-mass (COM) and relative coordinatesR = (x + y)/2, r = x − y gives rise
to the product ansatz

φx,y = exp[iK (x + y)/2] ρx−y, (5)

which solves the eigenvalue equation exactly. The COM quasimomentumK ∈ [−π/a, π/a] is
factored out, and we are left with equations for the relative wavefunctionρr :

−J(ρr +1 +ρr −1)−Uδr 0ρr = Eρr . (6)

Here, J ≡ JK = 2Jp cos(Ka/2) is the effective hopping rate in relative coordinates andδr 0

the Kronecker-delta. Note that the relative wavefunctionρr still depends on the COM quasi-
momentumK .

The parameters encountered in an experiment for the suggested implementations of ALEs
will typically fulfil |Jh|/|Jp| � 1, so that holes will appear much heavier than the conduction
band atoms. We can make the approximation that the COM is approximately located at the
position of the hole, and obtain in this sense a BO wavefunction for the single exciton,

φx,y = C(y)ρx−y, (7)

whereC(y) is the wavefunction for the hole. This leads to 6, but now withJ ≡ Jp.
Equation (6) can be solved exactly either by direct solution of the difference equation in

1D using a standard exponential ansatz, or using Green’s function methods (see appendixA).
For the case ofJp = Jh, it yields a single bound state solution for each value of the COM
quasimomentumK ,6 and a continuum of solutions describing unbound states, illustrated in
figure 2(a). The continuum solutions correspond to scattering states, while the bound state

6 Note that while bound states exist in 1D for any positive value ofU , if these equations are solved in 3D, then a
bound state only appears above a critical value for the interaction strength(U/|J)crit ≈ 3.95.
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solution appears as a Bloch band for the composite object, i.e. the ALE. The wavefunction
ρr for the bound state solution is given by

ρr = Cν−|r/a|, ν =
−E −

√
(E + 2J)(E − 2J)

2J
, (8)

E = −

√
U 2 + (2J)2, (9)

whereC is the normalization constant andE < 0 the energy of the bound state solution. This
is depicted in figure2(b). As U/|J| increases, the ALE becomes more tightly bound, andρr

decays more rapidly. ForJ > 0, the phase of the wavefunction is constant (given by the phase
of C), whereas forJ < 0, the sign of theρr will oscillate between neighbouring sites.

2.2. Tightly bound ALEs

In the tightly bound limit,|Jp|, |Jh| � U , we can interpret ALEs as effective hard-core bosons
with creation operatorsb†

x = c†
xd†

x [40]. The effective Hamiltonian is given by

HHC = −Jeff

∑
〈i j 〉

b†
i b j + Veff

∑
〈i j 〉

n̂i n̂ j , (10)

where n̂i = b†
i b j . The effective exciton hopping rateJeff can be calculated in degenerate

second-order perturbation theory [40], and the dimension-independent result isJeff = 2JpJh/U .
A weak nearest-neighbour repulsion also appears in second-order perturbation theory, with
Veff = (J2

p + J2
h )/U again independent of dimensionality [15, 41]. Note that in this limit, where

the atoms are treated as hard-core bosons, this form for the interaction precludes the formation
of bound states (i.e. bi-excitons).

2.3. Interaction of ALEs: the BO approximation

In the typical experimental situation, whereJp � Jh, we can treat ALE–ALE interactions in
a BO approximation, and observe longer range interactions mediated by the faster tunnelling
conduction band atoms. We find it convenient to derive the results in this limit for the general
case inD dimensions, although we will again primarily apply them in the 1D case.

The basic idea is that we initially assume the holes to be essentially static (i.e.Jh ≈ 0)
at a given set of positionsR = {R1,R2, . . . ,RN}. The conduction band atoms then move
with hopping rateJp in the static potential given by the holes, and have coordinates denoted
r = {r1, r2, . . . , r N}. In this sense, we begin by decomposing the full Hamiltonian into two parts,
one describing slow-moving holes (Hh) and one particle motion and particle–hole interaction
HBO. In first quantization, we obtain

H = Hh + HBO, Hh = −

N∑
n=1

Jh1̃Rn, (11)

HBO =

N∑
n=1

[
−Jp1̃rn −U

N∑
n′=1

δrnRn′

]
, (12)
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where the operator

1̃x9(x, y)=
D∑

d=1

[
9(x+ed, y)+9(x−ed, y)− 29(x, y)

]
(13)

denotes a discrete lattice Laplacian on a cubic lattice with unit vectorsed in D dimensions.
Note that we have shifted the zero of energy byN(2Jp + 2Jh) for convenience in writing the
discrete Laplacian.

We write the full time-dependent many-body wavefunction of the ALEs as

ψ(r ,R, t)=

∑
α

Cα(R, t)φα(r ; R). (14)

Here, the functionsφα(r ; R) are solutions of the Schrödinger equation for motion of the particles
in the static potential provided by the holes,

HBO[R]φα(r ; R)= Eα;BO[R]φα(r ; R). (15)

whereR are considered parameters.
In order to obtain an equation for the functionsCα(R, t), we apply the full Hamiltonian to

(14), multiply with φ∗

β(r ; R) and trace over thers:

i∂tCα(R, t)=

[
−Jh

N∑
n=1

1̃Rn + Eα;BO[R]

]
Cα(R, t)− Jh

∑
β

N∑
n=1

D∑
d=1

∑
ε=±

Cβ(R + εed
n, t)

×

{∑
r

φ∗

α(r ; R)
[
φβ(r ; R + εed

n)−φβ(r ; R)
]}
, (16)

whereed
n
= {0, . . . ,0,ed,0, . . . ,0} represent theD different unit vectors on the lattice for the

nth hole coordinate. This describes the dynamics of our system as a multi-channel problem, with
eachα denoting a particular channel, corresponding to an eigenstate found in (15). The first term
describes the hole dynamics for a single channel, with the holes moving in the effective potential
Eα;BO[R]. The second term provides a coupling between the channels, and has the general
form of another discrete Laplacian acting onCβ(R, t), where each hopping process now carries
R- andα-dependent coefficients.

If the terms corresponding to coupling between the channels are small, we can reduce
the wavefunction expansion (14) to a single value ofα. This we will do for the lowest energy
solution to (15), φγ (r ; R), which corresponds toN bound ALES. We can then interpret the
corresponding functionCγ (R, t) as the wavefunctions of the composite ALEs, moving in a
potential obtained from the wavefunctionsφγ (r ; R). This interpretation amounts to an adiabatic
approximation in the ratio of the coupling terms in (16) with γ 6= β and the energy separation
|Eγ ;BO[R] − Eβ;BO[R]| of the modesγ andβ. This approximation will be satisfied if the ratio
Jh/Jp � 1, as the separation of the modes is at least as large asJp, see figure3(b) for an
illustration. However, this approximation can have a much larger range of validity in practice,
if the energy difference|Eγ ;BO[R] − Eβ;BO[R]| is greater than or equal to the binding energy
of a single ALE. For example, this approximation is clearly also valid providedJh � U ,
cf figure3(b).

The diagonal termsα = β in the second rhs term of (16) give an effective renormalization
of the hopping rateJh that appears in the kinetic energy term in the first line of the same
equation. This assumes that the coefficients given by the trace overr are approximately equal
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Figure 3. Diagonal and nondiagonal contributions of the last term of (16) for
N = 3 and Jh/Jp = 0.1 for a 60-site lattice. (a)JBO plotted as a function of
U/|Jp|, computed from the diagonal elements. As ALEs become more tightly
bound, the result approaches that obtained from perturbation theory,Jeff =

2JpJh/U . (b) Maximal effective coupling between the lowest channelγ and the
first three excited channelsβ1, β2 andβ3 arising from the off-diagonal elements,
maxR,n{|Jp

∑
r φ

∗

γ (r ; R)φβ(r ; R± en)/(Eβ;BO[R± en] − Eγ ;BO[R])|}. Even for
low U/|Jp|, nonadiabatic coupling will always add just small perturbative
corrections, provided|Jh/Jp| is sufficiently small.

for all R, which we have confirmed by evaluation of the corresponding terms from exact
calculations in 1D. We find maximum variation of the coefficients of the order of 15% even
when two holes are very close (within∼2 sites), while for a more dilute gas, this approximation
becomes even better. The renormalized kinetic energy can be interpreted as the kinetic energy
term of the composite exciton, and in the tightly bound limit,|Jp|, |Jh| � U , reduces to the
values found in section2.2.

The solution of15is simplified in our case because the atoms are non-interacting fermions,
and thus the problem reduces to finding the solutions for a particle on a lattice withN impurities.
This is detailed in appendixB. We assume throughout that theN impurities are sufficiently
separated from each other thatN bound states exist. The critical separation at which bound
states occur is dependent uponU/|Jp| and the number of particles. ForN = 2 bound states exist
even when holes are on neighbouring sites providedU/|Jp|& 2.

For N = 2, the single-particle bound states are then the symmetric and antisymmetric
superpositionsρ± (B.3) of two exponentially decaying bound states, centred atR1 and R2.
These take the same form as the single ALE wavefunction, equation (8), but now with
different energyE that depends on the separationR = |R1 − R2|. The lowest-energy two-atom
wavefunctionφ(r1, r2; R1,R2) is then obtained from the Slater-determinant ofρ±. In principle,
the choice of overall phase of these solutions can be made differently for differentR1,R2.
Without loss of generality we can choose eachφ(r1, r2; R1,R2) to be real, leaving us with a
choice as to whetherφ(r1, r2; R1,R2) should be symmetric or antisymmetric under exchange
of hole coordinatesR1 andR2. However, in order to minimize the non-adiabatic terms in (16),
we are required to choose these to be antisymmetric under exchange ofR1 andR2, in addition
to the requirement of antisymmetry under exchange of particle coordinatesr1 and r2. It then
follows that in order to ensure the correct antisymmetry for exchange of hole coordinatesRi

in the total wavefunctionψ(r ,R, t), equation (15), thatCγ (R1,R2, t)must besymmetricunder
exchange of coordinatesRi . In the limit where the BO approximation is valid, we can then
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Figure 4. BO curves for the interaction between two ALEs as a function
of separationR, for different values ofU/|Jp|. For U/|Jp| ≈ 2–3, longer-
range interactions are significant. For tightly bound excitons however, the BO
approximation recovers the perturbative limit, in which only nearest-neighbour
interactions are appreciable. The zero of energy is chosen so that all curves are
to zero in the limitR/a � 1.

interpret the coordinatesRi as approximate COM coordinates for the ALEs, which behave under
this approximation as composite bosons.

The lowest values of the potentialEγ ;BO[R1, R2] in 1D are shown for various values
of U/|Jp| in figure 4, where the zero of energy is chosen so thatEα;BO[R1, R2] → 0 as R =

|R1 − R2| → ∞ . For largeU/|Jp|, interactions are very short-ranged, reducing to the values
found in section2.2. As U/|Jp| is decreased, the increase in mobility of the conduction band
atoms leads first to increased interaction strength, and then asU/|Jp| is further decreased, to
longer-range interactions. These are shown in the figure around the parameter values where they
become significant over 2–3 sites, which is approximately betweenU/|Jp| = 2 andU/|Jp| = 3.
For finite Jh these interactions will be important as long as the energy of the COM-motion is
not much larger than the interaction energy.

For N > 2, we can always decompose the potentialEα;BO[R] into a sum over contributions
from different numbers of particles.

For example, forN = 3, we can take the two-body potentialE(2)
α;BO[R1, R2] found for two

particles (when the third is an infinite distance from the first two), and define the three-body
interactionE(3)

α;BO[R1,R2,R3] such that

Eα;BO[R] = E(3)
α;BO[R1,R2,R3] +

∑
i < j

E(2)
α;BO[Ri ,R j ]. (17)

By solving (15) for N = 2 and 3, we can thus assess the importance of genuine three-body
interactions. Typical results for the 1D case, in which we are primarily interested, are plotted
in figure5. They show two typical solutions forE(3)

α;BO[0, R2, R3], and we see that only for low
U/|Jp| there are any appreciable three-body interactions, even at small distances. The same will
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Figure 5. Three-body interactions between ALEsE(3)
α;BO[0, R2, R3] computed in

the BO approximation curves for (a)U/|Jp| = 2.1 and (b)U/|Jp| = 3. These
results should be compared to the two-body interactions plotted in figure4.
Even when the three ALEs are close together, the three-body interactions are
dominated by two-body interactions, with three-body interactions becoming
extremely small for U/|Jp|& 3. This is still the case near the limit
U/|Jp| ∼ 2, at which limit one bound state disappears for the case of ALEs
existing on neighbouring lattice sites.

be true for largerN provided that the density remains sufficiently small. Thus, for cold ALEs at
sufficiently small densities, the BO-potentials in (16) can be decomposed into a sum of two-hole
interactions,

Eα;BO[R] ≈

∑
i < j

E(2)
α;BO[Ri ,R j ]. (18)

There are two cases where the symmetry properties of the two particle wavefunction also
transfer to theN-body case. The first is the limit of two-body collisions, where the only
significant interactions are those between each particle and its nearest neighbour,

Eα;BO[R] ≈
1

2

∑
i

max
j

E(2)
α;BO[Ri ,R j ]. (19)

In this limit, we can constructφα(r ; R) from a Slater determinant of single particle bound states
at single holes or combinations of two holes, and the arguments presented for the two-particle
case will generalize. The other case is that in which the holes are evenly spaced. There, the
correct wavefunction is again the Slater determinant of single particle bound states centred at
each hole, irrespective of the separation provided that theN bound states exist. This problem can
be seen analogously to that of a periodic potential in free space, with the single particle bound
states at each hole playing the role of Wannier functions for this periodic structure. In each of
these cases, the optimal choice for the BO approximation is thatφα(r ; R) is antisymmetric under
exchange of hole or particle coordinates, and it follows that the wavefunctionCγ (R1, . . . , RN)

will be symmetric under exchange of coordinatesRi , as discussed above for theN = 2 case.
In either of these regimes, we then can write an effective Hamiltonian for the ALEs as

composite bosons with creation operatorsbx, which in 1D takes the form

HHC = −JBO

∑
〈i j 〉

b†
i b j +

∑
〈i,l 〉

Vl n̂i n̂i +l , Vl = E(2)
α;BO[R0, Rl ], (20)
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Figure 6. Discrete energy eigenvalues for two interacting excitons on 22 lattice
sites, plotted as a function of quasimomentum. Black crosses correspond to
scattering states. Orange crosses form the dispersion relation of a repulsively
bound state resulting from weak exciton–exciton repulsion.

n̂i = b†
i b j , andJBO is the renormalized effective hopping given by the first and last terms in (16).

It can be approximately calculated from the solution to the single impurity problem (N = 1),
φ̃γ (r1 − R1), as

JBO ≈ Jh

∑
r1

φ̃∗

γ (r1 − R1)φ̃γ (r1 − R1 + 1). (21)

In figure3(a), JBO is plotted.
In this section, we have effectively shown how imbalance in the hopping rates can enhance

the strength and range of interactions between ALEs. This will lead to the stabilization of
diagonal order, i.e. crystalline order away from half-filling, which is discussed in detail in
section3.1. Note that this limit is extremely relevant for ALEs, whereJp will typically be
an order of magnitude larger thanJh, and where the lifetime of an ALE is sufficiently long for
longer range interactions to form a crystalline structure.

2.4. Interaction of ALEs: numerical results

Beyond the tight-binding and BO cases, we have also performed small-scale exact
diagonalizations for two interacting excitons in 1D, using parameters ranging fromU/|J| = 1
to U/|J| = 25 on up to 22 lattice sites. Strong imbalances in the hopping rates of holes
and particles were considered as well, ranging fromJh/Jp = 1 to Jh/Jp = 1/40. All these
calculations show only effective repulsion between the two excitons and a complete absence
of bound states of four particles. A typical result is depicted in figure6, where the scattering
continuum and the dispersion relation of the anti-bound state resulting from weak repulsion can
be clearly distinguished.

In all cases in 1D that we have analysed, both analytically and numerically, we only
find repulsive interactions, and thus no bound states. With increasing spatial dimensionality,
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it becomes generally more unlikely for bound states to form in scattering problems, and thus we
also expect that this result will hold for arbitrary values of|Jh|/U, |Jp|/U in 2D and 3D.

3. Many ALEs at low temperatures—exciton condensates and crystals

Much fundamental interest in semiconductor excitons has stemmed from their predicted ability
to undergo condensation in 3D and 2D or to form quasicondensates in 1D. Due to their isolation
from the environment, ALEs present an opportunity to investigate exciton condensation in a
clean and highly controllable environment. In addition, the long lifetimes of ALEs, combined
with long range interactions that are found in the case of unbalanced hopping give rise to other
potentially interesting phases, especially an ALE crystal.

3.1. The ALE condensate

Due to the effective bosonic nature of ALEs, we expect them to form a condensate characterized
by off-diagonal long-range order (ODLRO) at sufficiently low temperatures, in analogy to
semiconductor excitons [2]. This should be true irrespective of whether the excitons are strongly
or weakly bound.

3.1.1. Continuum approach.The mean-field approximation normally made for semiconductor
excitons is a continuum model, and can be generalized to the lattice in order to obtain a
description of the ALE groundstate at zero temperature. In the continuum limit we write the
Hamiltonian as

H =

∑
k

[
Ep

kc†
kck + Eh

kd†
k dk

]
+
∑
klq

[
1
2Vp

q c†
k+qc†

l−qclck + 1
2Vh

q d†
k+qd†

l−qdldk + Vqc†
k+qd†

l−qdlck

]
, (22)

whereEp
k andEh

k are the dispersion relations for particles and holes respectively, andVp
q ,Vh

q and
Vq denote the effective interaction potentials for particle–particle, hole–hole, and particle–hole
interactions, respectively. The exciton creation operator can then be written as

Â†
α|0〉 =

∑
k,k′

Aα(k, k ′)c†
kd†

k′|0〉, (23)

where the indexα will specify the quantum numbers for the exciton. The key observation is
that the single-exciton state of lowest energy will have the lowest possible bound-state level
n = 0, and COM-momentumK = w. Here,w denotes the difference in position between the
maximum of the valence band and the minimum of the conduction band. It can either be0
or half a reciprocal lattice vector. Ifw = 0 (as was the case for the 1D ALEs in the previous
section) the system has adirect band gap. Whereas forw 6= 0 it has anindirect band gap(the
2D and 3D realization of ALEs are of this form).

In the following, the dispersion relations of the valence band, is shifted by−w.
Then the single exciton operator of lowest energy withα = (w,0) has the formÂ†

0,0|0〉 =∑
k A(k)c†

kd†
−k|0〉 with A(k)= A0,0(k,−k). Such a state corresponds to an effective pairing of

electron atk and hole atw − k (when the notational shift of the hole-quasimomenta is reversed).
The equivalent of this pairing in an approximate many-body groundstate emerges from an ansatz
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first proposed by Keldysh and Kozlov [1]. There, the ground state of the system is assumed to
be a coherent state for this single-exciton operatorÂ†

0,0,

D|0〉 = exp
[
√

nex(Â
†
0,0 − Â0,0)

]
|0〉 =

∏
p

(uk + vkc†
kd†

−k)|0〉, (24)

uk = cos(
√

nexA(k)), vk = sin(
√

nexA(k)). (25)

The resultant state has the same structure as the BCS ground state of weakly correlated electrons
in a superconductor. At finite density the coefficientsA(k) in (24) and (25) are no longer
the single-exciton ground state wavefunction. Instead, the coefficientsuk and vk have to be
determined in a self-consistent manner (see appendixC for background). In mean-field theory
and using the constraint of fixed density these are found to be

1P
k = −

∑
l

Vl−k
1P

l

EP
l

, nex =
1

2

∑
l

(
1−

ξl

EP
l

)
, (26)

where

ξk = Ec
k + Eh

k + 2
∑

l

6l−kv
2
l , (27)

6k = V0 + 1
2

(
Vp

0 + Vh
0 − Vp

k − Vh
k

)
, (28)

1P
k = −

∑
l

Vl−kulvl, (29)

EP
k =

√
ξ2

k + (21P
k)

2. (30)

In this regime the Hamiltonian (22) can be diagonalized with new fermionic quasiparticle and
quasihole operatorsC†

k andD†
k (see equation (C.1)) to yield

HMF =

∑
k

(
E(1)

k C†
kCk + E(2)

k D†
k Dk

)
, (31)

with the expressions for the new quasiparticle dispersion relationsE(1)
k and E(2)

k given in
appendixC, equations (C.6) and (C.7).

As a consequence of this ansatz for the groundstate, the lowest energy solution(k,n)=

(0,0) of the single exciton can be recovered from the above mean-field equations in the limit of
vanishing densitynex → 0 [42].

The condensate thus exhibits ODLRO, with the associated dissipationless transport
properties. For excitons, however, these involve only dissipation-free transport of excitation
energy and momentum, not of mass or charge transfer.

3.1.2. ALE condensate on a lattice.We can adapt Hamiltonian (22)—and the mean-field
results derived from it—directly to the case of ALEs, wherek now denotes lattice quasimomenta
in the first Brillouin-zone (BZ) instead of momenta in the continuum case, and we setVp

q = 0,
Vh

q = 0, Vq = −U . Using Hamiltonian (3) and applying (26)–(30), the condensate at zero
temperature can be approximated by a BCS-type groundstate

|9〉 =

∏
k

(uk + vkc†
kd†

−k)|0〉, (32)
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whereuk andvk must obey the gap-equation and the density constraint [42]–[44]:

U−1
= aD

∫
BZ

dDk

(2π)D

1

EP
k

, nex =
aD

2

∫
BZ

dDk

(2π)D

(
1−

ξk

EP
k

)
, (33)

where

ξk = −

3∑
d=1

(Jd
p + Jh) cos(kda)−µex + 2Unex, (34)

EP
k =

√
ξ2

k + (21P)2, (35)

and Jd
p denotes the hopping rates of conduction band atom in thedth direction. As the

conduction band is assumed anisotropic (see section2), J1
p 6= J2

p , J3
p will hold generally,

with J1
p < 0, J2

p , J3
p > 0 [27]. Consequently, the conduction band has its minima around

(±π/a,0,0), and thusw = (0, π/a, π/a). Contrary to the situation in 1D, the system thus has
an indirect gap, and at zero temperature the ALEs condense into a motional state with nonzero
quasimomentum.

Evaluating (C.6) and (C.7) for the given model of ALEs yields the dispersion-relations of
the new quasiparticles and quasiholes, respectively:

E(1)
k =

1
2

(
Ep

k − Eh
k + EP

k

)
, E(2)

k =
1
2

(
Eh

k − Ep
k + EP

k

)
, (36)

where

Ep
k = −2

D∑
d=1

Jd
p cos(kda), Eh

k = −2
D∑

d=1

Jh cos(kda). (37)

For two-band implementation of ALEs considered here, whereJd
p 6= Jh in 2D and 3D, the

quasiparticle dispersion relations are different,E(1)
k 6= E(2)

k . Thus they exhibit minima at
different points in the BZ.

As shown in [42, 43], this BCS-formalism can interpolate between the weak-coupling
U � |Jd

p |, Jh| and strong-couplingU � |Jd
p |, |Jh| regime, provided the Hartree–Fock

corrections to the chemical potential are included. For strong coupling it also becomes exact in
the low-density regime (nex ≈ 0) and provides a good qualitative description of the groundstate
for increasing density up to the case of maximal filling,nex ≈ (1/2).

In section4, we will discuss measurements that can be made on exciton condensates,
including determination of the condensate fraction and pairing correlations.

3.2. The ALE crystal in 1D

The long range repulsive interactions that we found for large hopping imbalancesJp � Jh in
section2.2 suggest the possibility of forming an ALE crystal for densities away from half
filling, nex 6=

1
2. This situation is directly related to recent research on Fermi–Hubbard models

with imbalanced hopping rates for the two species [41, 45].
The results of the BO approximation in section2.3 suggest that the effective interactions

have maximal range and strength for loosely bound ALEs atU/|Jp| ≈ 2–3 for large hopping
imbalances. For these parameters, naive inspection of figure4 suggests that interaction effects
will favour diagonal long rangle order (DLRO), i.e. a crystal, and suppress pairing maximally
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from nex ≈
1
3 upward, provided that the kinetic energy of the ALEs is sufficiently small.

We investigate the possibility of such a crystal using imaginary time evolution on matrix
product states (with a time-dependent DMRG algorithm) [46]–[49] to compute the groundstate
Hamiltonian (3), at different densities. From the numerically calculated groundstates, we
obtained density–density (DD) and pairing correlations for four different densities, with
nex =

15
96

23
96,

30
96 and 39

96, on a 96-site lattice for different values ofU/|Jp| andJh/Jp.
In bosonized theories [50], the Luttinger parameterK determines the algebraic decay

of correlation functions in the thermodynamic limit at large distances (true long-range order
of any type being absent in 1D for continuously-valued fields). We expect the pairing
correlation function〈c†

xd†
xdycy〉 to behave asAP/|x − y|

K P, and the DD-correlation function
(〈nxny〉 − 〈nx〉〈ny〉) to behave asADD cos(k f (x − y))/|x − y|

K DD for |x − y| � 1, wherek f =

πnex denotes the Fermi vector.AP, ADD, KP and KDD were determined from fitting to these
functions.

Bosonisation predictsKDD = 1/KP [50]. The validity of bosonization will shift to
decreasing wavelengths, however, asJh/Jp decreases. This results from the increasingly
different slopes of the dispersion-relation linearization around the Fermi-points. Excitations that
are still weak—i.e. long-wavelength—for the more mobile conduction-band atoms, will be in
the non-linear regime for the slower atomic holes. The validity of bosonization for any finite-
size system is thus limited by the length-scale set by the less mobile holes, and we expect our
simulation results to exhibit noticeable deviations from bosonization predictions below some
value ofJh/Jp.

While we averaged outkf-oscillations superimposed on the algebraically decaying pairing
correlations (cf [51]) to obtain reliable fits forKP, this is more difficult for KDD in the
DD-correlations. As a result, we obtain large deviations from the bosonization prediction
KDD = 1/KP even forJp = Jh, where bosonization is most reliable. Despite this difficulty, we
can identify clearly different regimes of behaviour, dependent on the hopping imbalance and
ALE density. For illustration, the powers of algebraic decay obtained from the fit are depicted
in figure 7 for the pairing correlations, while figure8 shows representative examples of DD
correlation functions in different parameter regimes. Generally, we observe in our results that
superfluid order is dominant for equal or moderately imbalanced hopping rates, but becomes
more and more suppressed as ALE density and hopping imbalance increase. Complementary,
DD-correlations start decaying slower and become the dominant order. As is to be expected
in 1D, this superfluid-to-crystal transition is continuous. Crystalline behaviour is especially
pronounced in the region predicted from BO calculations, i.e. asnex>

1
3 andU/|Jp| = 2–3,

where DD-correlations decay only moderately (figure8) and ALE-interactions suppress pairing
very strongly (figure7).

For higher dimensions, the subject of crystal formation close to half-filling for general
values of U/|Jp|,U/|Jh| has recently been addressed using both numerical DMFT and
analytical mean-field analysis [45]. The results are directly applicable to loosely bound
ALEs. Both DMFT and standard mean-field calculations show the ALEs to form a superfluid
condensate for moderate hopping imbalances, and to phase separate into checkerboard crystal
and superfluid below some critical, density-dependent value ofJh/Jp (cf figure 1 in [45] and
figure 9(a)). For a parameter regime analogous to the one considered here (large hopping
imbalance, loosely bound ALEs) analytical mean-field calculations additionally predict the
possibility of pure crystal phase at noncommensurate densities (cf figure2 in [45] and
figure 9(a)). As the DMFT calculations do not yield such a phase, the authors question the
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Figure 7. Power of algebraic decay of pairing correlations plotted as a function
of U/|Jp| for Jp/Jh = 1 andJp/Jh = 0.025, and for four different densities on a
96-site lattice. (a) ForJh/Jp = 1, pairing correlations decay moderately
faster with increasing density and decreasingU/|Jp|. (b) For strong hopping
imbalance, pairing correlations decay much faster with decreasingU/|Jp| as
ALE–ALE interaction increases in range and magnitude, which become more
significant asnex increases. The decay is especially strong fornex> 0.3 in
the regimeU/|Jp| ≈ 2–3. From the BO theory this result is expected, see
e.g. figure 4, as for these parameters andJh/Jp = 0.025 the next-nearest-
neighbour interactions between ALEs is still dominant over the kinetic energy
of the COM-motion of the ALEs. As a result, fornex = 0.31, close to the
ideal crystal filling factornex =

1
3, the decay also shows the steepest increase

asU/|Jp| decreases. The enhanced next-nearest-neighbour interactions in this
region strongly suppress pairing order, and thus for the ALEs crystalline order
dominates in this regime.

validity of this result. Whether ALE-interactions can thus suppress superfluidity at large hopping
imbalances sufficiently for the formation of a stable noncommensurate crystal phase in higher
spatial dimensions is not fully resolved yet.

As a final comment, note that the Hamiltonian (3) with Jp 6= Jh used here to describe
ALEs, has been studied previously in 1D [41] using Luttinger liquid theory. There, the
authors showed that increasing hopping imbalance can lower the valueKc, the exponent
controlling the algebraic decay of correlation functions. For|x − y| � 1, DD-correlations decay
as (〈nxny〉 − 〈nx〉〈ny〉)∼ cos(kf(x − y))/|x − y|

K c, with nx = c†
xcx + d†

xdx, whereas pairing-
correlations decay as〈c†

xd†
xdycy〉 ∼ 1/|x − y|

1/K c [50]. As Jh/Jp decreases,Kc can decrease
below 1. Then crystalline ordering becomes dominant over superfluid ordering, which is
dominant forKc > 1. The value ofJh/Jp whereKc = 1 will generally depend on the exciton
densitynex. Based on the value ofKc a phase diagram can be drawn, cf figure 1 in [41].

3.3. Phases of tightly bound ALEs

As ALEs map on to an attractive Hubbard model with imbalanced hopping of particles and
holes, there are also some previously known results for case of isotropic hoppingJ1

p = J2
p =

J3
p = Jp, yielding the phase diagram in the tightly bound limit|Jp|/U, |Jh|/U � 1. Here,
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Figure 8. Representative examples of real-space DD-correlations forJp/Jh = 1
(solid lines) andJp/Jh = 0.025 (dotted lines) plotted from the centre of a
96-site lattice. Here,D49,y = 〈n49ny〉 − 〈n49〉〈ny〉 is shown at four different
ALE-densities forU/|Jp| = 3. At all densities, both amplitude and rate of decay
of these DD-correlations are significantly improved by hopping imbalance over
the case ofJp = Jh. The overall magnitude of the correlations increases with
nex. Meanwhile, pairing correlations start to decay rapidly in this regime of
U/|Jp|, see figure7. Taken together, this identifies the regime of|Jh/Jp| � 1,
U/|Jp| = 2–3 andnex> 0.3 as the region where the crystalline characteristics of
the ALEs are most pronounced.

ALEs can be described as hard-core bosons with hopping rateJeff and repulsive nearest-
neighbour interactionsVeff. For a regular square or cubic lattice, mean-field calculations (cf
e.g. [40]) predict either a checkerboard ‘crystalline’ charge-density-wave (CDW) or a superfluid
order at densitynex =

1
2, depending on the value ofVeff/Jeff. The CDW is characterized by

DLRO, as was the exciton crystal studied in the previous section. Away from maximal filling,
nex<

1
2, mean-field calculations predict a supersolid phase—the coexistence of superfluid

and crystalline order—for a broad range ofnex (cf figure 4 in [40]). Beyond this range
of densities, pure superfluidity is predicted. However, quantum Monte Carlo simulations
[52]–[55] show the prediction of a supersolid away from commensurability to be inaccurate
for regular lattices. Depending onVeff/Jeff andnex, tightly bound ALEs are either superfluid
or undergo phase separation into spatially disjoint subsystems, one exhibiting superfluidity, the
other checkerboard crystalline order7. Both dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) and standard
mean-field calculations suggest [45] that whenJp = Jh (i.e. Veff/Jeff = 1) tightly bound ALEs
will be superfluid at any density (figure9(b) sketches the phase diagram). One way to increase
the value ofVeff/Jeff = (J2

p + J2
h )/(2JpJh) and thereby attain phase separation beyond some

critical nex is to haveJp 6= Jh (cf [15]). The realization of ALEs proposed here will always
have a significant imbalance, as the conduction band hopping rate typically surpasses that of
valence band by an order of magnitude. Another possibility to increase the ratioVeff/Jeff is to

7 On triangular—and thus frustrated—lattices, Monte Carlo simulations [56] have shown that a supersolid phase
can appear however.
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Figure 9. (a) Sketch of ALE phase diagram as a function of hopping imbalance
and interaction strength relative to kinetic energy (after figure 2 in [45]).
(b) Sketch of phase diagram for tightly bound ALEs at fixed density. SF:
superfluid, PS: phase separation, CDW: checkerboard charge-density wave;
ncCDW: charge-density wave at noncommensurate density. (a) Mean-field
phase diagram for ALEs at fixed density close tonex =

1
2. When the hopping

imbalance|Jp| − |Jh|/|Jp| + |Jh| is large enough, the superfluid phase-separates
into superfluid and checkerboard-CDW. The separating line shifts with density. A
pure non-checkerboard CDW-phase might also be possible in a small parameter
range. For largeU/(|Jp| + |Jh|), ALEs become hard-core bosons with ranged
interactions. (b) Sketch of a qualitative phase diagram for tightly bound ALEs.
Doped away from the checkerboard CDW phase atnex =

1
2, ALEs phase-separate

into superfluid and checkerboard CDW, ifVeff/Jeff is large enough. This ratio
can be tuned by changingJh/Jp or by introducing longer-ranged interactions
between particles and holes.

introduce additional nearest-neighbour interactions in the Hamiltonian (3) (see [40]), e.g. by
considering fermionic dipolar molecules instead of atoms.

In summary, while for sufficiently lownex, tightly bound excitons always exhibit just
superfluid order, exciton–exciton interactions can enhance DD-correlations. For larger values of
nex and with hopping imbalance between particles and holes, they can result in phase-separation
of the system into a checkerboard ALE-crystal and an ALE superfluid.

4. Probing ALEs

Optical lattice experiments provide a range of measurement possibilities that we can use
to determine the characteristic properties of the many-body states that are produced. Three
important examples of this for probing ALEs are lattice modulation spectroscopy, RF
spectroscopy, and noise correlation measurements.

4.1. Exciton detection via lattice modulation

Periodic modulation of the lattice depth has become a standard way to probe the excitation
spectrum of many-body systems on an optical lattice [57]. It is usually applied to systems in the
groundstate. If the frequency of the modulation matches that of an excitation of the system, it
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Figure 10. RF spectroscopy for an ALE condensate. (a) Excitation with
RF-coupling� and detuningδ between conduction band atoms and a third
internal state. (b) Transfer rate|I (δ)/2π�2

| over detuningδ for U/|J1
p | = −8,

J2
p /J1

p = J3
p /J1

p = −0.5, U/|Jh| = −40,nex = 0.3. The gap in the spectrumδgap

is given byε(3)0 + mink E(2)
k −µc. The kinks result from van Hove singularities.

drives transitions to higher-energy states. Such a transition is then detected by ramping down
the confining potentials/interactions adiabatically, thereby transferring all potential energy into
kinetic energy of the expanding atom cloud, which is then measured. This method has also been
used to drive transition from excited states to lower energy states recently, in order to determine
the energy of pairs of atoms bound together by on-site repulsion [17].

Qualitatively, probing for excitons via lattice modulations should show a pronounced
decrease in the systems total energy around a frequency given by the bandgap minus the binding
energy of the exciton.

4.2. Measuring the exciton condensate fraction via RF-spectroscopy

In order to demonstrate particle–hole pairing and in particular to detect the macroscopic
occupation of the exciton groundstate, it is possible to employ a range of measuring techniques
that have been developed for cold atoms experiments. At zero temperature, with no thermal
excitation of collective exciton modes withK 6= w, the pairing amplitude1P is directly
proportional to the condensate fraction. It can be probed by the application of RF-spectroscopy,
following the example of [58] (cf [59] for an experimental application). An RF-pulse with
frequencyωRF is used to couple the conduction band atoms, at energyωc, to another internal
state with energyω3, with a detuningδ = ωRF − (ω3 −ωc), cf figure10. Choosingδ > 0, the
particle–hole pairs are broken up in this process. It is assumed that this state is still lattice-
confined, with single particle energyξ (3)k = ε

(3)
k −µ3,eff, whereε(3)k is the dispersion relation of

the state on the lattice andµ3,eff is the effective chemical potential, i.e. the chemical potential
including any mean-field shift from interactions.

The RF-pulse with frequencyωRF has an amplitude� that can be assumed to be slowly
varying on length scales of the lattice. The transfer rate into the third state as a function of
the RF-detuning,I (δ), can be calculated by generalizing the results in [58] to the case of
ALEs with anisotropic conduction band hoppingJd

p (and thereforeE(1)
k 6= E(2)

k ). The result
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(at zero temperature) then becomes

I (δ)= −2π |�|
2
∑

k

v2
kδ(ξ

(3)
k + 1̃+ E(2)

k )θ(ξ
(3)
k ). (38)

Here,1̃= µ3 −µc − δ, andδ = ωRF − (ω3 −ωc) denotes the detuning of the RF-pulse from
the transition frequency between the two internal states.µc is the chemical potential of the
conduction band atoms, for which relationµc +µh = µex holds. This expression is then valid
generally for anyJp andJh, assuming positive detuning.

The spectrum described by (38) has a gap, given by the minimum value of theδ-function
argument. Its value isδgap= ε

(3)
0 + mink EP

k −µc, assuming the additional internal state is
initially unpopulated and does not scatter off the other states, i.eµ3,eff = µ3 = 0. If nex is known,
1P can be determined selfconsistently fromδgap using (35).

4.3. Detecting crystal structure and pairing correlations via noise spectroscopy

We can detect both crystal structure and pairing correlation of ALEs using atom shot-noise
measurements, a technique that was proposed in [35] and has been demonstrated in the
laboratory [36, 37]. The former can be identified through second-order correlation functions
of valence-band atoms, and the latter from second-order correlation functions of atoms in two
bands. Each of these can be obtained from fluctuations in the density profile of the atomic gas.

For the ALE crystal, we expect holes to be anticorrelated with each other around the
Fermi-edge. As the operatorsb†

k for valence-band atoms in are related to the hole operators
throughb†

k = d−k, we thus likewise expect an anticorrelation peak around the Fermi-edge for the
valence-band atoms. In the case of the ALE-condensate, which is characterized by the pairing
of particles and holes at opposite quasimomenta, pronounced anticorrelation of conduction-
and valence-band atoms should be visible at equal quasimomentum around the Fermi-edge,
i.e. ‘antipairing’.

To obtain the density profiles experimentally, and from them the fluctuations, the BZs
need to be imaged, i.e. lattice quasimomentumk needs to be mapped to real space position
R(k) on the detector. This is achieved by ramping down the lattice sufficiently slowly to
keep the atoms within their respective bands while preserving their quasimomentum (cf [13]).
Valence-band atoms then occupy the first, and conduction-band atoms the second BZ (cf
figures11(a) and13(a)). If density fluctuations are just limited by shot noise, density fluctuations
of conduction and valence-band atoms will be correlated according to the connected correlation
function

Gcv(R,R′)=
〈
nc

R(k)n
v
R(k′)

〉
−

〈
nc

R(k)

〉 〈
nv

R(k′)

〉
, (39)

whereas the density-fluctuations of valence-band atoms are correlated amongst themselves
according to

Gvv(R,R′)=
〈
nv

R(k)n
v
R(k′)

〉
−

〈
nv

R(k)

〉 〈
nv

R(k′)

〉
. (40)

Here,nc
R(k) = c†

R(k)cR(k) andnv
R(k′) = b†

R(k′)bR(k′).
For the case of ALEs in 1D, we used the numerical algorithm employed in section3.2

to compute both correlation functions in different parameter regimes. These are plotted in
figures11 and12, which when contrasted display the crystal and superfluid characteristics of
the system in different parameter regimes. Figure11(a) shows the momentum-space density
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Figure 11. (a) Density profile for quasimomentum states in the first two BZs for
1D ALEs, calculated for a 40-site lattice in the crystal regime (nex =

13
40,U/|Jp| =

2, Jh/Jp = 0.025). (b) Pairing anticorrelations atk = k′ between conduction- and
valence-band atoms in different parameter regimes on a 40-site lattice. With
parameters such that we expect to observe an ALE crystal (solid line,nex =
13
40,U/|Jp| = 2, Jh/Jp = 0.025), antipairing is strongly suppressed as compared
to a system outside this regime (other lines), with a minimum at the Fermi-edge,
nexπ/a away from the minimum of the Bloch band atπ/a. For equal hopping
(dotted line,nex =

13
40,U/|Jp| = 2, Jh/Jp = 1) antipairing is strong and dominant

(see figure12). At lower densities (dashed line,nex =
9
40,U/Jp| = 2, Jh/Jp| = 1)

antipairing is still stronger than for the crystal, with the minimum shifted due
to lower density. For increased attraction (dash-dotted line,nex =

13
40,U/|Jp| =

5, Jh/Jp = 1) antipairing is slightly increased over the crystal.

profile for excitons in the first and second BZs for the example of a parameter regime where we
expect a crystal to form. The fluctuations that would occur in the experimental measurement
of this density profile can be used to compute the second-order correlation functions (39)
and (40) [35]. Figure 11(b) depictsGcv(R, R′), that results from BZ resolved measurement,
for different system parameters. It shows how antipairing is suppressed whennex increases and
U/|Jp| decreases. Figure12 shows the periodic dips atG ± nexπ/a in Gcv(R, R′) (whereG
is any reciprocal lattice vector). This can be measured from the noise correlations measured
from real momentum distributions, as is done in switching off the lattice suddenly, analogous
to previous experiments [36, 37]. The periodic anti-correlations indicate the crystal, and their
locations relative to the large positive correlations reflect the reciprocal lattice vector of the
exciton crystal. Dips appear here because we are computing noise correlations for fermions [35].
Taken together, the figures further illustrate the analysis of section3.2. They show that
pairing and DD-correlations are complementary, with pairing being strongly suppressed and
DD-correlations around the Fermi-edge enhanced in the limit of strong hopping imbalance and
nex ≈

1
3,U/|Jp| = 2−3. This indicates onset of the exciton crystal. Paring increases and the

dips in the DD correlations vanish whennex decreases orJh/Jp increases, corresponding to the
dominance of superfluid character in the system.

For higher dimensional systems, the existence of a pure crystal phase is not resolved,
though crystal and superfluid order can coexist (see section3.3). When only superfluid order
is present, the correlations between conduction- and valence-band atomsGcv(R,R′) can be
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Figure 12. Second-order correlation function for valence-band atoms, computed
on a 40-site lattice. These represent results that can be obtained from noise
correlation measurements, in which the crystal structure of ALEs appears.
In the appropriate regime (black line,nex =

13
40,U/|Jp| = 2, Jh/Jp = 0.025),

dips appear at±nexπ/a away from the location of reciprocal lattice vectors
corresponding to the optical lattice. These signalize the formation of the ALE
crystal, as holes become localized through atom-mediated long-range repulsions
(see figure4), and occur at momentum values corresponding to the reciprocal
lattice vector of the exciton crystal. Such a result is representative of the crystal
regime. If we increaseU/|Jp| to 5 (not shown), the dip visibility decreases only
slightly, and the crystal structure still appears. IncreasingJh/Jp to 1 (grey line)
causes the crystal and thus the dips to disappear, as does decreasingnex to 9

40
(not shown).

expressed through the mean-field coefficientsu andv:

Gcv(R,R′)=

{
−u2

R(k)v
2
R(k), R(k)= R(k ′),

0, R(k) 6= R(k ′).
(41)

An example plot of the column-integrated correlation function contained in the shot noise is
shown in figure13(b). Considering that the correlation atk = k ′ equalsu2

kv
2
k in the mean-field

theory, this approach provides an alternative for determining the condensate fraction via the
definition of1P.

5. Exciton formation in an optical lattice

5.1. General remarks

One method to prepare excitons in an optical lattice would be to create a band insulator of spin
polarized fermions in the valence band, and then to excite atoms to the conduction band, using,
e.g. a Raman transition. This would be most directly analogous to the method by which excitons
are produced in the context of solid state systems.
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Figure 13. (a) Calculated density profile of conduction and valence-band
atoms as they would appear after ideal time-of-flight imaging. Dark areas
denote high atom density. The 3D is column-integrated. The first and
second BZ are mapped to real-space positions for the condensate ground
state with nex = 0.3, U/|J1

p | = −8, J2
p /J1

p = J3
p /J1

p = −0.5, U/|Jh| = −40.
(b) Calculated example of noise correlations between conduction and valence
band atoms, at positions R(k)= R(k′). Here, R(k) is taken along the dotted line
in (a), and R(k′) is taken along the solid line. The anticorrelation of conduction
and valence band atoms is most pronounced around the Fermi-edge of atoms and
holes. AsJ1

p < 0, J2
p , J3

p > 0, the Fermi-edge in (a) lies along thek2-axis. The
anticorrelation appears reduced because of density-integration alongR(0,0, k3).

However, in the context of ALEs, it would be desirable both to have control over the
number of excitons produced, and to have a means of producing these excitons in the lowest
possible many-body energy state. In contrast to excitons in the solid state, the weak coupling
of ALEs to dissipative processes means that excitons prepared with a significant energy above
that of the groundstate will not be naturally cooled to this state. As a consequence, particle–hole
pairs cannot be created in an arbitrary manner if the ground state is the desired outcome.

5.2. A preparation scheme

One scheme that we have investigated in detail for its efficiency in preparing a many-exciton
state close to the condensate groundstate is a melting scheme adapted from [60]. Through
adiabatic tuning of the system parameters, a chosen filling factor of ALEs can be prepared
at essentiallyT = 0 (this is in the same spirit as other adiabatic preparation proposals, such
as [61]).

We begin with a spin-polarized Fermi gas loaded into an optical lattice with an applied
superlattice, which gives certain lattice sites an offset energyV . The initial configuration of
atoms is loaded so that the lowest motional state in each lattice site is occupied, as well as the
first excited state in wells with lower energy, as shown in figure14(a). This can be achieved, e.g.
using the methods discussed in [60, 62, 63]. The final filling factor is chosen by the periodicity
of the superlattice with respect to the basic lattice period. In each case, we will want to generate
at some point an interaction energyU between atoms in the first excited motional level and
atoms in the ground motional level.

This can be achieved, e.g. by introducing an off-resonant Raman coupling between the
initial internal state of the spin-polarized fermions and a second internal state. If the detuning
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Figure 14. Melting scheme to obtain an ALE condensate. (a) Initially the ground
state is formed in the presence of a superlattice, giving site offsetsV . Two
alternative melting schemes, I and II, proceed from there. I: (b) ALEs are
preformed locally by removal of the atom in the lower motional state on doubly
occupied sites. (c) Melting the state by rampingV down adiabatically yields
delocalized ALEs. II: (b) Groundstate of delocalized fermions in the upper band
is formed, melting the initial state by adiabatically decreasingV . (Depending
on sign of the hopping for ALEs, this must be done in the lower band instead,
see text for details.) (c) The resulting state is frozen by ramping up the lattice
suddenly, and atoms in the lowest band are removed from doubly occupied sites.
This automatically pairs each atom in the upper band with a hole in the lower
band, in the localized state expected in the limitU/J → ∞. Ramping the lattice
down adiabatically then yields ALEs close to the ground state.

is chosen so that atoms in the excited motional level in the initial internal state are coupled to
the second internal state near to resonance with the first motional level, then the coupling will
be much further detuned for the atoms in the initial internal state in the lowest band than for
those in the upper band. This will produce a different admixture of the second internal state for
atoms in each band, and the non-identical internal states will allow s-wave interactions between
atoms in different bands.

A simple scheme for the adiabatic formation of excitons is now the following: (i) atoms
are removed from the lowest motional level in sites containing two atoms, by transferring them
to a different internal state and removing them from the lattice (see figure14(b–I)). This is
possible because the resonant energy of the transition to a different internal state is shifted by
differences in interaction energies, and because it is possible to address different bands using
spin-dependent lattices for the initial and final states of the transfer [60]. (ii) The interactionU
is ‘switched on’. (iii) V is adiabatically decreased to zero, effectively melting the preformed
excitons and forming the desired exciton gas (see figure14(c)).

Until the last step, the state is protected by a gap of orderV , but the last step must be
performed adiabatically with respect to the exciton tunnelling rate, which forJp, Jh � U can be
estimated asJex ≈ 2JpJh/U .

These timescales can be improved upon by slightly modifying the above scheme. Instead
of removing atoms initially in step (i),V is adiabatically decreased to zero, forming the ground
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Figure 15. Results of the melting scheme II, as depicted in figure14. Main graph
shows final state energyEf/Jp obtained from numerical calculation of decreasing
U/J for ALEs that were preformed utilizing the groundstate of delocalized
atoms (see figures14(b-II) and (c)). Parameters are: 60 sites, 15 ALEs,
U/|Jp| = U/|Jh| = 20. Exact groundstate energy is indicated through a dashed
red line. The inset showsEf/J for the preparation of the groundstate of free
atoms in the upper band from the initial band insulator (see figures14(a) and
(b-II)), for identical parameters. Exact groundstate energy is indicated by dashed
red line.

state for delocalized fermions in the first Bloch band, as shown in figure14(b-II). If the lattice
depth is then suddenly increased to a large value whereJp, Jh ≈ 0 and atoms then removed
as in (i), then we pre-form the ground state of hard-core excitons. If we then switch on the
interactionU and adiabatically decrease the lattice depth, we obtain the desired exciton ground
state. Note that in this scheme we must take care of the sign of the effective hopping for excitons,
which in some cases requires an additional complication. The atoms that we delocalise in the
first step should have the same hopping rate as the composite exciton. Thus, forJp, Jh < 0,
andU > 0, we obtainJex> 0, and therefore atoms should first be delocalized in the lowest
band, then transferred to the upper band while the lattice is very deep. This requires atoms to be
initially loaded in two internal states to allow for double occupation in the lowest band.

The advantages of the latter scheme are clear from figure15, where we show the energy
of the final state in 1D as a function of ramp speed in the final step. We produce a final state
with 15 excitons on 60 lattice sites, withU/|Jp| = U/|Jh| = 20, by rampingV and thenJ
on a timescale given in units ofJ−1

final. These results were computed using a time-dependent
DMRG algorithm [46]–[49], and show clearly that ramping on a timescale much smaller than
that implied by 2JpJh/U produce states with energies very near the ground state (indicated by
the dashed line in the figure). The main curve shows the result for adiabatic ramping in the last
step beginning from the grounds state of hard core atoms in single atoms, and the inset shows
the energy of a single atom state after a similar ramp.
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6. Summary and outlook

Excitons are composite objects of fundamental interest in the context of semiconductor physics.
However, the theoretical models presented for these systems relate even more closely to the
situation we discuss in optical lattices, making ALEs an important testbed for study of the
most interesting properties of these objects. In particular, the availability of techniques for state
preparation and measurement in optical lattices provide tools to study excitons that strongly
complement those available in semiconductor systems. ALEs can also be realized in parameter
regimes that strongly contrast with those available in semiconductors. In this way we not only
obtain the possibility for condensation of these objects, but also for preparation of additional
phases, including an exciton crystal. Optical lattices also provide the possibility to directly
reduce the dimensionality of the system, making the important case of 1D excitons directly
accessible.

There are several open paths for the study of ALEs. Firstly, many of the results we have
discussed in this work, particularly pertaining to the exciton crystal could be generalized to 2D
and 3D. The structure of degenerate excited bands [27] could also be introduced as an extra
element in the higher dimensional context. In addition, the study of composite objects could be
developed in the direction of multiple bound ALEs, in the case that, e.g. attractive interactions
are generated between excitons. Other possibilities also arise to study systems analogous to
excitonium (see [2], chapter 10), a dynamically created collection of excitons that exists in the
limit where the gap between the valence of the conduction-band is small compared with the
atom–atom interactions.

As a final comment, it is clear that there is a strong connection between ALEs and
superconductivity or superfluidity of fermions via the attractive Hubbard model, which we
obtain here for interacting particles and holes. It would also be possible to consider the case of
repulsive interactions between particles and holes, in which case one could obtain repulsively
bound ALEs, in the sense that the two particle bound state appears above the scattering
continuum. The model describing this system would be a Hubbard model with repulsive
interactions, which may lead to interesting analogies with d-wave pairing states.
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Appendix A. Solution for the single exciton

As for the COM-motion, equation (6) with U = 0 corresponds to a Schrödinger equation for
a free particle on a lattice. That equation is resolved by the Green’s function with discrete
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translation invariance,

G0(r − r ′)= a
∫ π/a

−π/a

dk

2π

exp
[
ik(r − r ′)

]
E + 2J cos(ka)+ iη

. (A.1)

For U > 0—the single particle motion with an impurity at lattice-siter = 0—the Kroneker-
delta in (6) allows an easy, explicit resummation of the recursive relation for the full Green’s
function:

⇒ G(r, r ′)= G0(r − r ′)+
G0(r )G0(r ′)

1− G0(0)/U
. (A.2)

One can read off from this expression that the full Green’s function has a single bound state pole
for each value ofK with energyEK , where the denominator of the second term vanishes, i.e.
for U−1

= G0(0). The numerator yields directly the unnormalized bound state wavefunction in
relative coordinates,ρr = CG0(r ), which is given by

ρr = Ca
∫ π/a

−π/a

dk

2π

exp[ikr ]

E + 2J cos(ka)
, (A.3)

whereC is the normalization constant. This is depicted in figures2(a) and (b). The dispersion
relation E of the exciton, which forms the exciton solution in figure2 is determined by the
implicit equation

U−1
= a

∫ π/a

−π/a

dk

2π

1

E + 2J cos(ka)
, (A.4)

which can be integrated to give the result quoted in section2.1.

Appendix B. Solution to the N-impurities problem

In solving the Schrödinger equation for ALEs in the BO approximation, we must treat the
problem ofN spin-polarized fermions on a lattice (the conduction band atoms), moving in a
potential provided by theN holes, which essentially act as impurities. The BO Hamiltonian
from (12) can be decomposed into a sum of single-atom Hamiltonianshn[R]. As atom–hole
interaction is on-site, we can write

HBO[R] =

N∑
n=1

hn[R], hn[R] = −Jp1̃rn −U
N∑

n′=1

δrnRn′ . (B.1)

Each of the single-atom Hamiltoniansh[R] has eigenstatesρk(r ; R), obtained from solving the
eigenvalue equations

h[R]ρk(r ; R)= Ek[R]ρk(r ; R), (B.2)

wherek runs over all bound and scattering solutions. In general, depending on dimensionality
and the ratio ofU/Jp, there will be up toN bound state solutions forN holes for any
configurationR . If the impurities approach each other too closely (on a length scale dependent
onU/|Jp|), some of the bound states will disappear. In the following, we assume that the system
is sufficiently dilute, thatN bound states will always exist. ForN = 2 this will always be the
case providedU/|Jp|& 2.
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From theρk(r ; R)’s, the exact many-atom wavefunctionsφα(r ; R), can be constructed by
forming the Slater determinant:

φα(r ; R)=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ρk1(r1; R) . . . ρk1(r N; R)

...
. . .

...

ρkN (r1; R) . . . ρkN (r N; R)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (B.3)

The wavefunctionφα(r ; R) is antisymmetric inr and solves (15). The indexα thus is a
multiindex, withα = (k1, . . . , kN) and the conditionka 6= kb, for a 6= b, and the BO-energies
Eα;BO of (15) are obtained from summing the single-atom energies:

Eα;BO[R] =

∑
{k1,...,kN}=α

Eka[R]. (B.4)

We can then obtain the explicit form of the single-atom wavefunctionsρk(r ; R), i.e. the solutions
to (B.2). As the single atom Green’s functionG(r ′, r ; R) has the spectral decomposition
G(r ′, r ; R)=

∑
k ρ

∗

k (r
′
; R)ρk(r ; R)/(E − Ek[R] + iη), (we do not write theE-dependence of

the Green’s function explicitly in the following), knowingG(Rn, r ; R) gives access to both
eigenenergiesEk[R] and wavefunctions (from poles and residues, respectively).

As the full single atom wavefunction obeys

G(r ′, r ; R)= G0(r ′, r)+
∑

r ′

G0(r ′, r ′)V(R′)G(r ′, r ; R), (B.5)

whereV(r ′)= −U
∑N

n=1 δr ′Rn and

G0(r ′, r)= aD

∫
BZ

dDk

(2π)D

exp
[
ik(r ′

− r)
]

E + 2Jp
∑

d cos(kda)+ iη
. (B.6)

The set ofG(Rn, r ; R)’s can be determined from the linear system of equations

A[E,R]G(r ; R)= G0(r), (B.7)

where

(A[E,R])nm =

{
1 +UG0(Rm,Rm), m = n,
UG0(Rn,Rm), m 6= n,

(B.8)

and G(r ; R)= (G(R1, r ; R), . . . ,G(RN, r); R), G0(r)= (G0(R1, r), . . . ,G0(RN, r)). The
eigenenergies are determined from the condition

det(A[Ek[R],R])= 0 (B.9)

and we assume here that this hasN bound-state solutions. We thus see immediately that any
N-hole single-atom bound state wavefunction can always be written as a linear combination of
functions that have the form of single-hole bound states.

For example, forN = 2 (B.7) is solved by

G(R1, r ; R)=
(1 +UG0(R1,R1))G0(R1, r)−UG0(R1,R2)G0(R2, r)

(1 +UG0(0,0))2 −U 2G2
0(R1,R2)

, (B.10)

G(R2, r ; R)=
(1 +UG0(R2,R2))G0(R2, r)−UG0(R1,R2)G0(R1, r)

(1 +UG0(0,0))2 −U 2G2
0(R1,R2)

, (B.11)
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where the eigenenergiesE±[R1,R2] are implicitly determined from the denominator being zero,

(1 +UG0(0,0))2 = U 2G2
0(R1,R2), (B.12)

and the residue yields two wavefunctions,

ρ±(r ; R)= C(G0(R1, r)± G0(R2, r)), (B.13)

whereC carries the normalization.
The lowest energy BO-potential is given byE+[R1,R2] + E−[R1,R2], examples of which

are plotted in figure4 for the 1D case.

Appendix C. Description of a many-exciton condensate

The condensed state of the excitons, in which a macroscopic number of them occupies the
single-exciton groundstate, breaks the symmetry of the Hamiltonian associated with number
conservation. Macroscopic occupation of the groundstateA†

0 =
∑

k A0,0(k,−k)c†
kd†

−k|0〉

implies that〈c†
kd†

−k〉 6= 0. A way to introduce symmetry breaking into the Hamiltonian is by
applying a Bogoliubov canonical transformation to the particle and hole operators [1, 2]:

Ck = DckD†
= ukck + vkd†

−k, (C.1)

Dk = DdkD†
= ukdk − vkc†

−k (C.2)

with u2
k + v2

k = 1 to maintain anti-commutation relations. Here,Ck and Dk correspond to new
quasiparticle and quasihole operators, that have vanishing occupation number in the condensate
groundstate of the system,

〈C†
kCk〉 = 〈D†

k Dk〉 = 0, (C.3)

which automatically imposes〈c†
kd†

−k〉 6= 0. Inserting the inverse of (C.1) into (22) and
rearranging to obtain a normal-ordered form again, the Hamiltonian decomposes into a sum
of three terms:

H = Hconst+ H2 + HInt. (C.4)

These terms have the following structure:

1 Hconst is a constant containing no operators

2 H2 is given by

H2 =

∑
k

E(1)
k C†

kCk + E(2)
k D†

k Dk − Fk(C
†
k D†

−k + D−kCk), (C.5)

with

E(1)
k = Ep

ku2
k − Eh

kv
2
k +

∑
l

[
u2

k

(
V0 + Vp

0 − Vp
l−k

)
+ v2

k

(
Vh

l−k − V0 − Vh
0

)]
v2

l

−2ukvk

∑
l

Vl−kulvl, (C.6)
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E(2)
k = Eh

ku2
k − Ep

kv
2
k +

∑
l

[
u2

k

(
V0 + Vh

0 − Vh
l−k

)
+ v2

k

(
Vp

l−k − V0 − Vp
0

)]
v2

l

−2ukvk

∑
l

Vl−kulvl, (C.7)

Fk = ukvk

[
Ep

k + Eh
k −

∑
l

(
2V0 + Vp

0 + Vh
0 − Vp

l−k − Vh
l−k

)
v2

l

]
+

(
u2

k − v2
k

) ∑
l

Vl−kulvl. (C.8)

The last term in (C.5) corresponds to a process where electron–hole pairs with total
momentum equal to zero are being spontaneously created from and annihilated into the
condensate.

3. HInt is the transformed interaction part of the Hamiltonian and contains all possible quartic
combinations of particle and hole operators. Among other processes, these correspond
to the creation and annihilation of two pairs of quasiparticles and quasiholes with total
momentum zero.

H re-expressed in the new operators can thus be unstable with respect to the spontaneous
creation and annihilation of free quasiparticle–quasihole pairs. To rectify this, Keldysh and
Kozlov demand thatuk andvk be chosen such that they satisfy the constraint [1]

〈C†
k D†

−k〉 = 〈Ck D−k〉 = 0. (C.9)

The average here is performed over the exact groundstate, and thusuk and uk need to be
determined from the full transformed Hamiltonian, subject to (C.9), which is a difficult task.

It is simpler to satisfy constraint (C.9) just for the groundstate ofH2 and disregardHInt for
the moment. This is equivalent to demanding thatFk = 0 for all k [2], which in turn is equivalent
to uk andvk satisfying mean-field equations (26) and (27). In this approximation, only particle–
hole pairs at opposite momenta are correlated. The Bogoliubov transformation that generates
these correlations is

D = exp

[
√

nex

∑
k

A(k)(c†
kd†

−k − d−kck)

]
, (C.10)

whereuk = cos(
√

nexA(k)), vk = sin(
√

nexA(k)). When applied to the vacuum particle–hole
vacuum|0〉, D generates the coherent state to the operatorsc†

kd†
−k,d−kck which automatically

satisfies (C.3) and (C.9). The new groundstate is consequently given by

|ψ〉 = D|0〉 =

∏
k

(uk + vkc†
kd†

−k)|0〉, (C.11)

of the same form as the BCS-groundstate. The dispersion relations of the single-quasiparticle
excitations above this groundstate are given by (C.6) and (C.7).
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